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Celebrate a queered communion in the church of cabaret. Raise the chalice with me and
drink from the warm and spicy wine of our collective subconscious. How can the One
become many and the many become One? How do we celebrate our collective divinity
without dogma? How can we share the joy and pain of being Human? Experience the
mystical unity of the one-woman variety show. I am your MC and your Trinity of personas;
Sibyl the Songbird, The Golden Empress and dangerous girl Panacea Havoc. Thrill to
breath-taking feats of virtuosity and vulnerability. Witness manifestation and magics to
exalt the othered. Join me in changing the world. This will only take 40 minutes of your
time!

Photo by Anna Flink
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Rehearsal photo by Anna Flink

Rehearsal photo by Anna Flink
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1: Sketch drawn by Anna Flink – 2: Rehearsal photo by Anna Flink – 3: Performance photo by Anna Flink
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about the artist

FIONNUALA FEATHERSTONE
From an email interview with Fionnuala, 20th February 2022

Photo by Fionnuala Featherstone’s home album

I graduated from University of Glasgow in 1986 with a degree in Drama and English Lit. With
other graduates I ran Great Western Theatre Co, we staged fairly conventional plays at

festivals, including the Fringe. I then graduated with a Masters in Publishing studies. I got
married the same year, 1989. I trained as a drama/ English teacher in 1990 and ran a drama

department in a Scottish Secondary school until I had my son Gabriel in 1996.

[continues to the next page]



6.
[continues from the previous page]

I suffered with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder with intrusive thoughts and sometimes severe
anxiety since I was a small child. This worsened in my teens and twenties, and I had a bad

relapse after having my son when I was 31. It is quite common for OCD to flair after having a
baby. I have been very lucky in the last two decades to suffer far less from OCD symptoms.

OCD has now been recognised as a form of neurodiversity. I am also Dyspraxic. I have
recently been seeking investigation into the possibility that I am also affected by Attention

Deficit Disorder.

I have been an advocate in schools for neurodiverse children and their families.

I am a member of the Scottish Neurodiversity network.

In my work, it is important to me to create a space for
diverse identities.

At 40 my daughter was born, and I also became a
qualified Life Coach. I have worked for various

organisations as a coach, including a refugee charity
and an unpaid Carers support charity. I also do

freelance work with individuals.
This is what butters our bread!

I started going to CPP night classes and they gave me
a sense of release. I did not think about work or

parenting, I was just myself at those classes.

I did this for two years before auditioning for CPP
degree and being accepted.

Rehearsal photo by Anna Flink [interview ends]



7.
about the process

THE ALL NEW GODDESS CABARET
From an email interview with Fionnuala, 20th February 2022

In CPP1 my persona was The Golden Empress.

I modified the aesthetic of the persona to tour various local cabarets. I completed two years of my course
and then had three years out.

 All of my learning in that time had taken my feminism to a far less binary place.

In the All New Goddess Cabaret I wanted to make a place where queer identities could be celebrated
without dogma. I wanted to make a sort of church, a place for people to be and share. But church services

are performative and have a celebrant, so the MC is that in my church of cabaret.

The cabaret is also a container for my life story. I am working with an auto ethnographic methodology. I use
my life experiences, my phenomenology to illuminate themes

Personal activism and agency
Persecuted gender (and other) identities

Personal divinity
Secular spirituality and communion

Expression of neurodiverse identities
Teasing an audience

Playing with expectation
Subverting patriarchal norms,

sex as a metaphor for everything else

Taylor Mac has been a big influence on my work. Their pronoun is 'judy'.
Judy believes that performance should leave everyone feeling a little changed. This is what I wanted to do.

Performance has also changed me.

I realise the place that I am trying to share myself from. I am looking at the organic networks, the Mycelial
network and thinking about our brain or neural networks too, and how we interface as human beings.

Through cabaret I am trying to provide a magical place for human interface and delight.
For spiritual freedom and activism.

[interview ends]



8. about the performance
THE FUTURE OF THE ALL NEW GODDESS CABARET

From an email interview with FIONNUALA, 20th February 2022

The Goddess persona at the end of The All New Goddess Cabaret is an evolution from my Golden Empress
persona. The cloak, boots and hat are from the original costume. The new character, who I started out

calling Eve the Apple, is also a queered feminist character. I have moved away from a binary approach in
feminism.

Ref/ Feminism is Queer by Mimi Marinucci

I would like to take sections of my cabaret and present them at local cabarets which celebrate
diversity.  e.g., Queer Theory  /  Allsorts   /  Diversity Quotient  / Spangled Cabaret  / Drag 101  / Dragopticon

I also want to do alternative street preaching - you know those horrible guys that stand on ladders in the
street and shout about everyone being ugly and full of sin? I want to do the opposite as Eve the Apple.

I want to connect via a web page that would develop from The All New Goddess Cabaret where I can share
research and images and invite interaction.

I want to work in community contexts to support the mental health of others via a fusion of performance
practice and my life coaching work.

I want to work with identities that feel marginalised to create spaces of celebration and communion that
allow personal identities to flourish and trauma to heal.

Performance photo by Anna Flink
[interview ends]



9. about the performance

THE CRONE THEORY
Writer Fionnuala Featherstone 20th February 2022

I made up the term for my dissertation research which explored older female identities in performance.

I like to go counter to norms around how older women should look and behave. Patriarchal fetishizing of
youth in women often makes older women invisible and deprives them of opportunity. I challenge this and

queer age in older women.

Crone is a derogatory word for an older woman, but I reclaim it.
It means wise woman originally.

Rehearsal photo by Anna Flink



10. about the curator
ANNA FLINK

I am a performer and artist located now in Glasgow. I grew up in a very small places in Finland called Kajaani.
I have travelled quite a bit over the years, living in different countries, and I have seen life outside my own
culture and country from the early age.

Art, theatre, and music came into my life when I started ballet
and I learned how to play 5-string Kantele (a Finnish national folk instrument).
My first public performances on a big stage were when I was 4 years old.
I have been studying in a private art school for 10 years, played piano
and attended to dance classes.

I have always loved nature, folk skills, and craft. My grandparents taught
me many skills and told me old folk stories, songs, and poetry.

Performances came into the picture when my new schoolteacher taught
us subjects via filming short films and doing theatre. We even had theatre
camps we did at the weekends outside the school. I learned how to write
stories and make them alive. We had one big theatre project, where we
told this historical folk story about my city, Kajaani. It was huge project that
lasted for over a year. Later in high school I was part of the theatre group, we made educational
performances for other students, we even performed in another county once. Then I had a long gap when I
was unable to do any performing. I was working with horses for many years, and I studied agricultural
degree. Later, I did BA of Health Care on mental health nursing. I have been working with young people and
adolescences, now I work in a care home.

In Scotland I got accepted to Glasgow Kelvin College to study acting and contemporary performance, and I
found out that RCS has this BA (hons) CPP programme, and I started to think that it may be my place. I worked
hard, and I got accepted to CPP from my first try in 2021.

I think now I can combine all my knowledge, previous training and, in the future to do work that has a some
meaning to me and hopefully to others as well. I would like to work in the communities and do educational
performances, as well as do some visual arts. And who knows what I will do, I am interested of so many things
and I always love to learn new skills and the long-waited journey has just started.

It has been a pleasure to work with Fionnuala and privilege to see the end process of The All New Goddess
Cabaret from the studio space to the big stage.

Photo by Francesco Mariani,2019.

https://www.francescomariani.co.uk/
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THE ALL NEW GODDESS CABARET
 THE NIBBLES

By Anna Flink

The cabaret begins when Fionnuala asks the audience if they would join them to a transgressive act of
protest to the Queen Street train station in Glasgow. Only 10minutes from the New Atheneum theatre.

There Fionnuala would take jacket off and walk without touching anyone or without talking to anyone. Just
walking there with breasts exposed to the public. Fionnuala asks the audience to vote if they would join the

flash mob. Everyone in the audience is up and cheering. But then there is a plot twist, we are not going
anywhere.

Fionnuala announces:
“Simply by voting you have taken action.”

Then Fionnuala tells the audience that in the rehearsal they went to the station, and revealed the breasts,
naked, to the public.

Fionnuala takes her jacket off on stage.

“These nipples are as well-intentioned as Greta Thunberg turning up quietly every Friday for a climate vigil
outside her school.”

Then Fionnuala tells the audience, that the nipples must be covered for the online performance, so the
whole performance does not have to be censored.

Fionnuala takes a jar of glitter and covers the nipples.
That makes the situation even worser, but it is okay according to the “rules”.

Fionnuala introduces an idea, why women must hide their nipples? Why the breasts are so sexualized? I am
thinking about my friend who told me that big companies (unnamed) can present any kind of sexualized

images in the Instagram, but if my friend will show her nipples, her account would be banned.

Fionnuala’s words hit me “What is the fearsome power of nipples?”



12. The All New Goddess Cabaret
BAPHOMET

Drawing by Éliphas Lévi, Baphomet from Dogme et Ritual de la Haute Magie (G. Baillière, Paris, 1861)
(source: Britannica)

SOLVE  COAGULA
ANIMAL  HUMAN
MALE  FEMALE

Why did the Satanic Temple
 removed the breasts from the Baphomet statue?

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Baphomet


13. The All New Goddess Cabaret
IGGY & MICK & MICK

This part of the cabaret reminded me of comedy club.
Fionnuala told some slightly naughty jokes and
projected some photos on the wall behind her.

But because of the copyright issues…

*IMAGINE HERE THE PHOTO OF

*IMAGINE HERE THE PHOTO OF

*IMAGINE HERE THE PHOTO OF

(Or then just use Google photo search…)



14. The All New Goddess Cabaret
SIBYL THE SONGBIRD

-
THE PSYCHIC DIVA

The band was playing for the audience who impatiently waited for Sibyl the Songbird, the psychic diva, to
take over the stage.

All the sudden, we saw Sibyl chirping into the bright spotlight.
What an entrance. Bravo. The audience cannot take it anymore, they are all cheering.

Sibyl took the microphone and started to ask the zodiac signs of the audience members.
Sibyl told me to swipe left… I hate dating apps. That did not work out well for me. But I would like to go on a

journey, so now I wish from those two the second one would happen.

Sibyl the Songbird is a fully qualified Psychodynamic therapist.
Sibyl continued:

“Let me ask you, has anyone ever behaved towards you in a way that made you think, (…)”

Sibyl shouted and made the audience jump from their seats:

“What the holy fuck did you just do?”

Performance photo by Anna Flink [continues to the next page]
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[continues from the previous page]

Then Sibyl the Songbird started to sing.
And told a story.

And was singing again.

The audience was laughing, a lot.

Screenshot from the script, text Fionnuala Featherstone, 2022.

“If you’d like a consultation, give me a call. In complete confidence of course.”

Sibyl the Songbird has left the stage.

Rehearsal photo by Anna Flink



16. The All New Goddess Cabaret
MS PANACEA HAVOC

Heart rate: DANGER LEVEL 175 bpm

Performance photo by Anna Flink

Performance photo by Anna Flink
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Performance photo by Anna Flink

MALE VOICE: “55 kilos of woman.”

Performance photo by Anna Flink
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MALE VOICE:

“Are you keeping an eye on the monitor? British women are 50 to 60 per cent more likely
to have a heart attack misdiagnosed than men. Common female heart attack symptoms are
described as atypical by medical authorities. Women of colour are even less likely to have

life-threatening symptoms recognised and treated.”

Performance photo by Anna Flink

MALE VOICE:
“I hope you’re smiling Panacea.

The audience doesn’t like a resting bitch face.”

“Panacea, on behalf of the patriarchy I am eternally sorry.”



19. The All New Goddess Cabaret
 FIONNUALA

“My pronoun is now Goddess.”

Performance photo by Anna Flink

“Goddess.
Whatever your pronoun is, imagine an expansion of yourself, imagine a word that is you. Something that

exalts every corner of your being. Allow yourself this moment of love. Take time.
Stand with me. On the count of three let us say ‘I am’ and name ourselves in whatever way we want. One,

two, three.
Now we can turn to each other and say ‘I see you’. On the count of three. 1,2,3.

I see you.

You are human O animal of earth.

Under your seat there really is a package. Take the apple out of the package. Let’s hold them up together
and say, if you wish, on three.”
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The Alluminettes: Kaiya Bartholomew (left) and Seán Talbot (right), Performance photo by Anna Flink



Performance photo by Anna Flink



21. The All New Goddess Cabaret
THE GRANDE FINALE

Performance photo by Anna Flink
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ARTIST’S LIST OF INSPIRATION

AUTHORS/BOOKS

Carol P. Christ (edit.) & Judith Plaskow (edit.)
Womanspirit Rising:

A Feminist Reader in Religion
(1979, Re-published by HarperOne, 1992)

Jean Shinoda Bolen
Goddesses in Older Women,

Architypes in Women over Fifty
(2001, Re-published by Harper Paperbacks, 2014)

Mimi Marinucci
Feminism is Queer,

The Intimate Connection between Queer and Feminist Theory
(BLOOMSBURY, 2016)

Caroline Criado Perez
Invisible Women,

Exposing Data Bias in a World Designed for Men
(RANDOM HOUSE, VINTAGE Publishing, 2020)

Naomi Wolf
The Beauty Myth,

How Images of Beauty Are Used Against Women
(1990, re-published 2002 by Harper Perennial)

ARTISTS

Taylor Mac
Website - https://taylormac.org/

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/881189.Womanspirit_Rising
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/226520.Goddesses_in_Older_Women
https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/feminism-is-queer-9781783606757/
https://carolinecriadoperez.com/book/invisible-women/
https://drnaomiwolf.com/books/
https://taylormac.org/
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FILMS/MOVIES

Bowie, Iggy & Lou 1971—1973:
The Sacred Triangle

(2010)
IMDb

Fantastic Fungi:
The Magic Beneath Us

(2019)

Penny Lane Documentary: Hail Satan?
IMDb (trailer)

(2019)

Flyer by Fionnuala

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6494534/?ref_=ext_shr_lnk
https://fantasticfungi.com/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt9358044/?ref_=ext_shr_lnk


24.
keep in touch

CONTACT DETAILS

FIONNUALA FEATHERSTONE

Email – nascentart (at) aol.co.uk

Facebook – Fionnuala Fionnuala
Instagram – fionnualafionnuala

ANNA FLINK

Email – annakflink (at) outlook.com

Instagram – annaflink1
Twitter – annakflink

Facebook – annaflinkofficial

IMDb

mailto:nascentart@aol.co.uk
mailto:annakflink@outlook.com
https://www.facebook.com/annaflinkofficial/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm10180067/

